Abstract. Linked data has become one of the most successful movements of the Semantic Web community. RDF and SPARQL have been established as de-facto standards for representing and querying linked data and there exists quite a number of RDF stores and SPARQL engines that can be used to work with the data. However, for many types of queries on linked data these stores are not the best choice regarding query execution times. For example, users are interested in analytical tasks such as profiling or finding correlated entities in their datasets. In this paper we argue that currently available RDF stores are not optimal for such scan-intensive tasks. In order to address this issue, we discuss query evaluation techniques for linked data exploiting the features of modern hardware architectures such as big memory and multi-core processors. Particularly, we describe parallelization techniques as part of our CameLOD system. Furthermore, we compare our system with the well-known linked data stores Virtuoso and RDF-3X by running different analytical queries on the DBpedia dataset and show that we can outperform these systems significantly.
Introduction
The concept of linked data refers to a set of best practices for publishing and connecting structured data on the Web. In practical use RDF and SPARQL have become de-facto standards for this based on a set of rules outlined by BernersLee [23] . With a fast growing popularity and a collection of almost 300 datasets containing more than 31 billion triples [36] , the linked data movement can be seen as one of the most successful trends in the Semantic Web community.
Using SPARQL as the de-facto language for querying and processing linked data makes triple store-based engines or federated SPARQL engines a viable or even obvious choice. However, in this paper we argue that there are many tasks and use cases of linked data processing where plain SPARQL processors are not an ideal platform. Examples of such tasks are data profiling to determine (statistical) characteristics of a dataset or to detect links and correlations between triples or graphs. Such operations typically need to scan large portions of the datasets and, therefore benefit only marginally from traditional indexing and even prohibit query processing on distributed sources. An alternative way of handling such tasks on large datasets would be to leverage the MapReduce paradigm. However, this requires higher effort for programming compared to flexible ad-hoc query facilities of RDF databases -at least as long no automatic translation of declarative languages like Pig or Jaql is used. Furthermore, the nature of triple data requires to compute many joins which is a tedious task to implement in MapReduce.
In summary, there is a need for explicitly supporting analytical tasks on linked data in larger scale while providing the flexibility and expressiveness of a SPARQL engine. For an efficient support, query processing should exploit the features of modern hardware architectures such is big memory and multi-core processors.
In this paper, we try to address these challenges by discussing and evaluating techniques for efficient processing of analytical queries on linked data. We present these techniques as part of our CameLOD 1 system but focus on receipts and experiences derived from experimental evaluations on comparison with other approaches.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we describe what use cases we think are important for analytical queries and what their requirements to a RDF query engine are. After a brief discussion of currently known RDF stores and SPARQL engines in Section 3, we describe how we store RDF data and process queries in CameLOD in Section 4. In Section 5 we show the results of experiments that we ran to compare CameLOD to other systems.
Use cases
There are various use cases for analytical queries on linked data. In this section we introduce two of them and show on what operations their efficiency depends.
Data profiling
A common analytical task on any dataset is to compute aggregations. Typical tasks include to compute the average value, the minimum or maximum value, or just to count the frequencies of certain values. For relational data this is done for certain columns. The traditional analytical processes require known semantics of the columns and also well integrated data. [6] However, for linked data these preconditions are not given. The various sources of the datasets lead to different ways of how data and relations are expressed. Hence, analytical tasks on linked data focus on profiling the data in order to get a better understanding and overview of the contained information. This can be achieved in different ways. For example, the predicates (also referred to as properties) can help to determine the semantics of the dataset, but also outgoing links and data types are important.
One example is to find statements with the same subject and object, but with different predicates. This can happen because of the many vocabularies that are available for the same topic. This makes it hard to formulate an appropriate query that does not miss any statement in its result set. A second example is to simply count the occurrences of the URIs in datasets to get an overview of the used vocabularies and the main content. In order to execute such profiling tasks, the query processing engine has to be very fast and efficient for scan and aggregation operations.
Correlations
By analyzing linked datasets, one might be interested in correlations within the data. Such correlations can be found in different aspects. First, entities might be correlated. This means, the dataset contains different entities that describe the same "thing". This might happen if different ontologies were used to create the dataset, e.g., when datasets from various sources are combined. Finding such entities is an active field of research of ontology matching and entity resolution [34] .
Additionally, correlations can be found within the data itself. This means, if the dataset contains information about events, finding correlations means to find events that are similar in any form. For example, two events can correlate spatially, by taking place in the same area, or they can correlate temporally, if they take place at the same time. In order to find such correlated evens efficiently, the data store has to provide dedicated indexes for spatial as well as for temporal data. For spatial data, a R-tree [18] has proven to be very efficient. For temporal data one could use e.g., an interval tree.
Requirements
By analyzing these use cases we can identify several requirements for efficient query processing techniques: highly efficient scans: Because scans on large portions of triple data are the core operations in the above scenarios, they have to be highly optimized. This includes to avoid expensive IO operations by exploiting in-memory processing, dictionary encoding of string values as well as further compression to reduce memory consumption and increase CPU cache utilization. ordered data: Organizing data in an ordered fashion helps to increase the compression rate of data. Furthermore, using sort-based operators for aggregation/grouping and join computation avoids memory-intensive hashing strategies, allows to leverage caching effects, and to produce early results. special-purpose indexing: Efficient handling of spatial and/or temporal data requires dedicated index structures such as R-trees for spatial data or interval trees for temporal data. If a generic triple structure is used as the underlying storage scheme, these index structures should capture all relevant data, e.g., based on the predicates of the triples. Furthermore, scan and lookup operations have to leverage these index structures for appropriate query predicates. parallel processing: When using the general data organization scheme of triple stores, partitioning of data and parallelization of querying are fundamental techniques to utilize the processing power of today's hardware architectures and guarantee short response times even for big datasets. The partitioning should be flexible and allow a fine-grained work distribution among the CPU cores.
In the following sections we first discuss to which extent these techniques are supported by existing approaches and then describe how we use them in CameLOD for processing analytical tasks efficiently.
Related Work
Since RDF and SPARQL have become widely used to represent and query linked data, more and more storage systems and query engines have been published. In the following section we briefly describe some of them and also introduce some benchmarks created to compare them.
RDF stores and SPARQL engines. While RDF expresses information in triples, the need for a storage system that is optimized for the characteristics of such data arose. This lead to different implementations of triple stores that try to allow fast query execution on the often very large datasets. One often discussed triple store is RDF-3X by Neumann and Weikum [29] . It stores all data in a centralized table and uses a dictionary to compress long literals to IDs. It further uses B + -trees as its index structure. RDF-3X creates an index for every possible subject -predicate -object combination. Additionally, aggregate indexes are created in order to support partial queries. Furthermore, to speed up query execution it uses two kinds of statistics. The first one are histograms which are used for selectivity estimations. But as it assumes the predicates to be independent to each other, it cannot always be used. Therefore, the second statistics measure computes frequent join paths. These information are used during query optimization to find the optimal execution plan. In [30] Neumann and Weikum present enhancements to RDF-3X that allow fast updating, versioning, and transaction support.
Another triple store is Hexastore introduced by Weiss et al. in [38] . Like RDF-3X, Hexastore creates an index for each possible combination of S, P, and O and also the partial indexes. These indexes share the same payload, i.e., for a triple consisting of (s, p, o), the PO and OP index both point the the same s for a given pair (p,o) and (o,p), respectively. To compress data Hexastore also applies dictionary encoding.
In [19] Harris and Gibbins present 3store. 3store maintains a central triple table that stores the hashes of the S, P, and O component. A symbol table allows reverse lookups of the hash values. 3store supports SQL and also SPARQL. To process SPARQL queries, the table is joined with itself for each triple in a graph pattern [32] . 4store [20] is a storage system and query engine for RDF and is designed to run on a cluster of nodes in a shared nothing architecture.
In [39] Wylog et al. propose dipLODocus. It uses a hybrid storage model, that stores RDF data as a graph but also as lists of literal values. Although this hybrid model causes single inserts and simple lookup queries to be less efficient than in other systems, the authors argue that it speeds-up complex analytical queries.
Virtuoso [11] is a hybrid database server supporting in memory processing and row-and column-wise storage. To support RDF, Virtuoso imports the triples into one big Quad- Table, that stores subject, predicate, and object and a graph identifier. The commercial version also supports spatial indexing. Virtuoso also provides a SPARQL endpoint, which is used very often in production 2 . Other well-known relational database systems were extended to support RDF, too. For example, DB2 [7] and Oracle [31] both provide object-relational mapping features to support RDF. The D2R Server from the D2RQ project [4] can be used to provide access to relational data via SPARQL.
Apache Jena 3 is a Java framework to build semantic web applications by providing an API to process RDF. It can be combined with various third party projects that actually store the data. The Jena project already includes two stores. On the one hand there is the SDB project which can be used to store RDF data in relational SQL-based databases. On the other hand, the TDB project is a high performance storage system, that creates indexes for any combination of subject, predicate, and object. The Fuseki 4 server provides a SPARQL endpoint for Jena. To process incoming queries Jena uses ARQ, which supports SPARQL 1.1.
With RDF HDT [13] Fernández et al. present a binary representation model for RDF data that achieves very high compression rates. However, HDT was not designed as a query engine and does not support query operations but only a single graph pattern at a time.
Some systems also support spatial operations. The OGC has published the GeoSPARQL 5 standard for operations on geographic information. The Parliament triple store [2] already has a implementation of GeoSPARQL. In [22] the authors present Strabon, a RDF store that can handle GeoSPARQL and their own development, stSPARQL.
Parallel Query Execution. Parallelization of (relational) database queries dates back to the eighties [9] . Whereas earlier works focused on multiprocessor systems by proposing techniques for intra-operator parallelism, e.g., particularly for expensive join and sort operators [10, 24, 15] , Graefe proposed in [14] the exchange operator as a more general model for parallelizing other operators. This operator model allows both intra-operator parallelism on partitioned datasets as well as horizontal and vertical inter-operator parallelism. Our parallel_do operator described in Section 4.2 is inspired by this idea. More recent approaches aim at exploiting features of modern multicore systems. Examples are dedicated join algorithms [21, 1] . The works described in [26, 27] provide a detailed analysis of in-memory joins on modern hardware architectures.
In [12] the authors build a SPARQL compiler and optimizer tailored for their Bobox framework. In [16] the authors develop parallel SPARQL engine focusing on join algorithms. The LHD project [37] is a distributed SPARQL engine built for a parallel infrastructure. All these works show that parallel execution can speed up query execution significantly.
SPARQL Benchmarks.
There is a number of benchmarks for SPARQL engines and linked data stores. One widely known and accepted benchmark is the Berlin SPARQL Benchmark [3] that was introduced by Bizer and Schultz. The topic of the benchmark is e-commerce where products are offered and purchased and reviewed. The authors run their benchmark among others on D2R server, sesame, and Virtuoso. Their results showed, that none of the tested systems is superior in all queries.
Another benchmark that uses real world data is DBpedia SPARQL benchmark introduced by Morsey et al. in [28] . The queries were selected from the log of queries posed to the official DBpedia SPARQL endpoint.
A third often used benchmark for linked data was proposed by Guo et al. in [17] . The Lehigh University Benchmark (LUBM) generates data in university domain and provides fourteen queries on the data. The goal of the benchmark is to compare knowledge base systems for OWL. This benchmark was extended in [25] to enhance inference and scalability testing.
In the database community the TPC (Transaction Processing Performance Council) benchmarks have become popular. They provide several benchmarks that aim to evaluate different aspects of database systems. For example, the TPC-H benchmark provides ad-hoc queries and concurrent data modifications that simulate real life usage of a database [35] . The TPC benchmarks make heavy use of aggregates and grouping. Then, there is also SP 2 B [33] which is settled in the DBLP scenario.
To the best of our knowledge, currently there is only one benchmark that concentrates on analytical query processing on linked data. In [8] Demartini et al. present BowlognaBench. The benchmark provides queries that analyze the content of the generated dataset, e.g., to find a student with the highest grades. However, we think that an analytical benchmark should include queries that generate more workload on the tested stores than the currently provided queries do.
Query Processing Techniques in CameLOD
In this section, we present several techniques for query processing to address the requirements described above. We start by giving an overview on the architecture of our CameLOD system followed by a detailed discussion of the query processing techniques.
System Architecture
The idea of our CameLOD system is to build a membase-like system for LOD which fetches data from sources, materializes them in an in-memory database and evaluates queries (including analytical tasks) on this database only. Sources are explicitly registered by users -CameLOD acts only as a caching systems where primary data sources are checked regularly or on-demand for updated data sets which then are downloaded and (re-)inserted.
In CameLOD triples are stored in chunks which are memory-resident blocks in a linked list. Using a linked list of chunks instead of a single big chunk very similar to index sequential file organization simplifies the inserting of triples but represents a trade-off with scan performance. Each chunk itself is organized into columns where a column is a simple array of integer codes matching the L2 cache size. We employ a dictionary encoding scheme for mapping all string values to integer codes; numeric values are encoded as integers, too. The dictionary encoding is order-preserving -thus, we store triples sorted on a given index column and the list of chunks represents a sorted list of all triples. Furthermore, each chunk stores also the minimum and maximum value of the index column in this chunk. Finally, for each column we maintain a pointer to the dictionary used for encoding the values. This allows to have separate dictionaries for the different triple components as well as for different graphs.
CameLOD follows the index-everything approach by using indexes on the subject, predicate, and object components of the triples resulting in materializing each triple three times in different sort order. These indexes are hash-based in-memory indexes mapping dictionary codes to chunks. Note, that a chunk may contain triples for multiple index entries. In addition, spatial and temporal indexes are built for triples with spatial or temporal values. However, in these indexes only the corresponding triples are stored.
In addition to these exact indexes (i.e., each triple value can be found in the index) a further min-value index is maintained. This index is an additional list of chunks where for each triple chunk an entry is stored which consists of a pair of minimal code value of the indexed column and the chunk address. This index is used to support partitioned scans as described below. For this purpose, each triple chunk maintains also a pointer to its min-value chunk. An overview of the storage organization in CameLOD is given in Figure 1 .
The query engine is a Basic Graph Pattern (BGP) evaluator consisting of a set of physical algebra operators such as scan, filter, projection, sort, aggregation, several join implementations as well as special-purpose scans such as spatial and temporal index scans. Although there exists a SPARQL frontend based on the ARQ parser, in this paper we focus on the algebra level provided by a simple algebra language. We use the following notation where $i, $k denote intermediate results in the form of a tuple stream which is produced by query operators and is also used as input for other query operators: Furthermore, parameters like _0, _1, . . . denote the first, second, etc. component of a tuple, i.e., for a RDF triple they refer to the subject, predicate, and object component.
Query operators work always on chunks by resembling the vectorized processing model [40] , i.e., instead of a one-tuple-at-a-time strategy in the opennext-close cycle, an operator consumes a complete chunk and produces also a chunk as the result of the next call. In order to avoid unnecessary memory allocation and copying, operators which do not create new data but restrict existing data (e.g., scan, filter) do not allocate new chunks. This is achieved by using a bitstring per result chunk indicating by the corresponding bit position whether the triple is still in the result or not. Operators such as join, sort, and aggregation create new chunks with the appropriated number of columns. However, theses chunks are only temporary and are not indexed. Note, that operators do not decode the triple values: predicates etc. are translated by the query parser into predicates using integer codes.
Partition-aware Scans
Exploiting the capabilities of modern multi-core architectures requires parallel processing of queries. Apart from increasing the throughput of a system by using inter-query parallelism, intra-query parallelization helps to reduce response times of single queries. However, modern architectures draw several challenges to query parallelization in order to overcome limiting factors of scalability:
-low overhead for synchronization (e.g., by using lock-free data structures) and thread creation, -dealing with load imbalance in partitioning the work caused by data skew, -keeping the cores busy for better CPU utilization.
For intra-query parallelization, CameLOD provides a special physical operator parallel_do(qtree, n) which distributes the work of the query tree qtree across n tasks. Here, the leaf node of a query tree is always an index scan operator. An scan operator accepts the index, an optional range specification, and an optional predicate as arguments. For example $1 := scan(s-index, "http://example.org/Alice", "http://example.org/Paul", _1 == "http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/mbox");
uses the subject index to find triples with a subject in the range from Alice to Paul and a predicate with the value foaf:mbox. This operator returns all chunks containing such triples in increasing order of subjects and initializes the corresponding bitstring accordingly.
To partition the work, i.e., the scan region, with low synchronization overhead and to be able to adjust the query execution to the number of available cores, the parallel_do operator is processed in three steps:
1. The query tree qtree is cloned n−1 times such that each query tree instance can be assigned to its own CPU thread. 2. In the preprocessing phase the min-val index is consulted to assign each query tree instance its own partition in terms of a range of consecutive chunks. This is done by looking up the chunk for the lower range value and getting the corresponding min-val index chunk. By scanning the index chunks, all chunks up to the end of range are collected in a list which is then split by the number n of tasks. 3. Finally, the query is executed by running each query tree instance in a thread.
In our implementation we use the Intel TBB library which provides a task abstraction over CPU threads.
The parallel_do operator is also responsible for collecting and merging the individual results from the different query tree instances. This is achieved by maintaining an internal queue of result chunks which are forwarded to the parent operator. Note, that this does not require any coordination or synchronization between the multiple query tree instances.
Query Operators
Beside index scans several standard query operators for evaluating SPARQL queries are implemented in CameLOD. This includes physical operators for the SPARQL algebra such as filter, project, sort (order by), distinct, union as well as several join implementations. CameLOD provides different implementations of these operators, e.g., there exist variants of sort, distinct, aggregation, and merge join which exploit the ordering of tuple stream stemming from the chunk list of a given index. In this way, we can avoid both building hash tables and sorting tuples.
In addition, the merge join uses further information from the chunks: because ordered chunks maintain the minimum and maximum values of the sorted column, we can quickly check whether two chunks overlap in their join columns and, therefore, we should join their tuples or simply skip one of the chunks.
A further special join implementation is the star join. This join operator is used to evaluate basic graph patterns like The star join performs a variant of an index join: for each subject value of the first binding the subject index is probed and the corresponding chunk is retrieved. Next, this chunk is scanned for all predicates pred 1 . . . pred n of the given subject value which may be stored at the same chunk or one of the few following chunks. This is further supported by pushing down filter predicates to the chunk scans. The following query plan implements the query shown above:
The parameters of the star join operator denote which index is used (subject index), which column of the input stream provides the lookup values (column 0, i.e., the subject), and which column of the right hand-side input is used for checking the predicate literals pred i (in this case, the predicate column 1).
The star join operator provides performance benefits by improving cache utilization -not only while joining the various components of a given subject but also while scanning triples in subject order. Furthermore, the star join implementation is available in different forms. Beside the full join a left join variant is provided, too.
Work Stealing vs. Work Sharing
The parallel_do operator as the core building block for intra-query parallelization in CameLOD is not restricted to partitioned scans. In fact, any partitionable query tree can be parallelized using parallel_do -even operators such as sorting and aggregation at least partially.
However, among the above mentioned limiting factors to scalability load imbalance could become a serious problem. Load imbalance occurs if some query tree instances filter out a significant portion of data earlier and as a result the threads executing these query instances are left idle and have to wait for the busy threads to finish.
Work stealing is a popular scheduling strategy for MIMD computation. According to [5] the base idea dates back to the eighties. In the work stealing model, underutilized processors take the initiative if they need computational work: they try to steal threads from other processors. This results in less frequent thread migration, simply because when all processors are busy, no threads have to be migrated by the scheduler. This model is implemented for example in Intel's Threading Building Blocks (TBB) library 6 . The TBB library abstracts the physical threading model by allowing to treat units of work as tasks which are mapped to the underlying threads. In addition, TBB provides several parallel control structures, e.g., parallel loops where the iteration space is divided into multiple sub-spaces which are assigned to tasks.
We rely on this model by assigning query tree instances to tasks instead of threads and let the TBB scheduler do the work. This leads to the following possible strategies for query execution:
Data flow graphs: Each operator of a the query plan is implemented by its own task running independently from other operators. Though supported by dedicated TBB control structures (flow graphs), it requires communication between tasks and, therefore, does not seem to be a good idea for query execution in our context. Work stealing: Creating enough tasks in parallel_do which can be assigned to physical threads by the scheduler. Each task evaluates its own query tree instance without sharing data with other tasks. Work sharing: Similar to work stealing, but as soon as one operator in a query tree instance has finished its work, it tries to get work in terms of chunks from its corresponding neighbor operator in other query tree instances.
In CameLOD, work stealing is used for parallelizing scans as described in Section 4.2, because equal-sized partitions can be easily determined using the min-val indexes. However, if a query tree contains filter and join operators the individual partitions (i.e., range of chunks) may be reduced in their size in different ways resulting in load imbalance. Although it would be possible to redistribute the partitions again, this would require a synchronization among the tasks between two operators which we want to avoid.
To address this issue, the work sharing approach can be used particularly for more expensive operators such as joins. For this purpose, we have developed a cooperative variant of the index join which maintains two additional state variables: a role and a sibling list. The role describes whether the particular join instance acts as a giver (if not finished with its own partition) or an asker (otherwise), the sibling list contains the sibling operators, i.e., the corresponding join instances of the other tasks. As soon as a join instance changes its role to asker, it contacts one of its siblings from its sibling list and asks for taking over some work. The giver passes one or more chunks from the end of its partition which are not yet processed. The process stops when all join instances changed their state to asker.
In this approach, the following factors have a strong impact on the efficiency:
-the granularity of work shared between tasks, -the overhead for registering givers and requesting work from them.
Obviously, there exist a tradeoff between the granularity of work and the overhead: finer granularities (e.g., triples) allow a better load balancing but lead to higher overhead. Because we use chunks as unit of processing in query operators, chunks are the natural granularity level for work sharing. Askers and givers interact in the following way as part of the next function of an operator: each join task maintains a list of its siblings for checking their state as well as registration vector for exchanging work. As soon as a join task has finished the processing of its partition it asks one of the non-finished siblings from the vector by registering in its registration vector. If all tasks have already finished their work the processing stops. Furthermore, after processing a chunk each join tasks checks its registration vector for request to share work. In this case, a yet non-processed chunk is passed to the asker.
Spatial Indexing and Joins
Usally, B-trees or its variants are used to index column values. However, if the column does not just contain plain values, but rather values that describe an object in a higher domain, a more dedicated index can be used to make use of characteristics of these objects and to perform operations on them. Linked datasets often contain information about the location of events or the description of the shape of an entity. In order to efficiently use these information in query processing, a dedicated index structure is needed.
Statements that describe such spatial features of entities can be identified by the corresponding predicate. There exist various vocabularies that can be used to express such spatial relations. Currently CameLOD can identify spatial predicates from the GeoRSS 7 and W3C 8 ontology. When such predicates are recognized during data import, they will be used together with the corresponding object value to create a shape object. This shape will be indexed in a R-tree along with a triple identifier. The triple identifier points to the chunk on which the triple is stored and also contains the row offset within this chunk. Using this R-tree we are able to efficiently process queries that rely on some spatial relationship between objects. This allows to scan for all entities that for instance intersect with a given query region or belong to the k nearest neighbors of a given point. An example query, that scans for all entities that intersect with a given region is shown in the following: To process this query CameLOD simply uses the given region to query its spatial index. CameLOD also implements a spatial join operator, which allows to join entities in the dataset regarding a spatial predicate, i.e., some spatial relation. We currently support four spatial join predicates, where a shape r is added to the join result of shape s, if contains: s completely contains r, location: r completely contains s, intersects: r intersects with s, and kNN: r belongs to the k nearest neighbors of s.
This spatial join operator is implemented as an index join. To compute the join result the operator gets the result of a previous operator (e.g., a scan) as input. For each triple in the input a lookup in the spatial index is performed. The type of this R-tree lookup depends on the join predicate. Because a Rtree only stores the minimum bounding rectangle (MBR) of shapes, the result of this index lookup may contain false positives. For example, the MBR of a circle intersects with another shape, but the circle itself does not. In order to prune these false positives, each shape of the index lookup has to be checked explicitly if it matches the join predicate. The pruned lookup result contains all join partners of the current triple which are now passed to the next operator in the plan and the next input triple can be processed.
Comparison and Evaluation
As we showed in Section 3, currently there is only the BowlognaBench benchmark that focuses on analytical queries. This benchmark contains queries that e.g., aim to find the students with the best grades or the professor supervising the most master theses. These queries are a good starting point for evaluating and comparing RDF stores. However, in our opinion to really show the strengths and weak points of such systems, queries that produce more workload are needed.
In Section 2 we showed some use cases that we believe are typical analytical tasks on linked data. In the following, we are going to show that the none of the existing systems provides adequate support for such tasks and we will further show how the query execution time can be reduced by utilizing parallel execution and special purpose indexes. 
Setup
The tests were run on a server machine with 4 Intel Xeon E5-2630 CPUs with 6 cores each running at 2.30 GHz and 128GB DDR3 RAM. The machine has two 2TB S-ATA disks running in an RAID unit. As operating system we use Ubuntu 12.04 LTS with Kernel 3.2.0-40, 64 bit. We decided to work with the latest DBpedia 3.8 9 dataset. From this dataset we imported 215.000.000 triples into each store and executed different types of analytical queries, that are described in the following. The size of the raw dataset is 30 GB, while CameLOD only needs about 18 GB to store it.
Experiments
First, we tested how parallelization of query plans impacts execution times. Since CameLOD is the only one of the considered systems that is able to execute the same query in parallel, we can only show the results for different numbers of tasks for CameLOD. We created the following three profiling queries:
Profiling 1 Count the number of subjects, that have more that 100 predicates Profiling 2 Count the number of subjects, that are of at least two types 10 Profiling 3 Get the 50 most often used predicates and their counts for subjects that start with a given prefix
As Figure 3a shows, the execution time decreases significantly with the increase of the number of tasks, but only until a certain point. If the number of tasks gets too high, no more benefit can be achieved and the execution times start to increase. This is due to the increasing overhead of data partitioning and for work sharing. The results of this experiment suggest that the optimal number of tasks for a parallel query is circa half the number of available cores. Further experiments will have to evaluate this issue. Next, we compare how different systems can handle data profiling queries. We will compare our CameLOD with RDF-3X 0.3.7, OpenLink Virtuoso 6.1.4 Open Source Edition, and Virtuoso 7 Commercial Edition for glibc 2.12. Although RDF-3X and Virtuoso 6 are disk-based, we chose them because Virtuoso is often used as a SPARQL endpoint for large datasets and RDF-3X is famous for its very fast query execution times and known to be one of the fastest engines currently available. We took the three profiling queries from the previous experiment and adapted them to each system. It showed, that RDF-3X is not capable of GROUP BY operations and implemented COUNT differently from the common sense. Thus, we can only show results for two of our three example queries for RDF-3X. The results of the query executions are shown in Figure 3b .
One can see that CameLOD is significantly faster than the other stores. These results can be achieved because CameLOD is an in-memory system and focuses on scan efficiency. RDF-3X is able to quickly process queries that rely on index lookups, but if the query needs to scan large parts of the dataset, the execution time increases. Virtuoso 6 is much slower than the other systems. For this reason we decided to exclude Virtuoso 6 from the rest of our experiments. Although Virtuoso 7 is an in-memory system, it still is not as fast as CameLOD in this scenario.
To compare the scan efficiency, we conducted a micro benchmark with our CameLOD, RDF-3X, RDF HDT, and Virtuoso 7. The queries we posed for this experiment are simple scans. The scan finds all entities with a given subject, the second one finds all entities with a given predicate, and the last query is a combination of these both queries, i.e., it contains a scan on the subject and another scan on the predicate. We chose the subject 11 and the predicate 12 that occur most frequently in the dataset so that the system has to scan large parts of the dataset. The result of this micro benchmark is shown in Figure 4a . HDT needs the longest time to complete the queries.
Their very high compression ratio makes it difficult to execute such scan operations as fast as the other systems. RDF-3X can use its B + -tree index to easily find the needed entries. However, CameLOD is even faster than RDF-3X, because it can also use its ordered indexes to find the first chunk containing the needed entries, but does not need to load the values from disk. Virtuoso 7 is almost as fast as CameLOD in the cases where the subject is scanned. This may be because the optimizer reduces the intermediate result size using the subject and thus speeds up the join and retrieval of the result elements.
Analytical queries also have to filter for entities within ranges of complex types like location or time. To test the support for this kind of queries, a benchmark must provide appropriate queries. BowlognaBench contains queries that test the support for temporal operations, but it misses queries that operate on spatial data. Our spatial query scans for all entities that are located within a given region. This query region is given as a rectangle with the latitude/longitude coordinates of the lower left (29, -127 ) and upper right (49, -68) corner, which covers the continental area of the USA. The dataset contains ca. 1.3 million points. We executed the query 100 times each on a randomly chosen subset of these points. The results of the spatial queries are shown in Figure 4b . Using a R-tree as spatial index, CameLOD can quickly decide which sub-tree might contain objects that may belong to the query result. In contrast, RDF-3X does not have built-in support for spatial data. Hence, the query had to be expressed as shown in listing 1. Because RDF-3X cannot use a spatial index for this range query, it has to check every entity that has the latitude and longitude property if their values fall within the given query region. Fetching the entries from disk and the large amount of comparisons takes much longer than the index lookup that CameLOD has to execute. On the other hand, Virtuoso 7
13 is faster than CameLOD in this particular case. The query is not representative as real spatial analytical queries would use distance functions or polygons, which cannot be easily expressed in SPARQL.
Conclusion
In this paper we showed that existing RDF systems are not optimal for scanintensive tasks or for tasks on complex types like spatial or temporal data. Especially analytical queries that require to scan large portions of a dataset can benefit from a scan-optimized and cache-aware engine, because often the dataset can be partitioned easily and then the multi-core architectures of modern hardware can be utilized efficiently.
We introduced our RDF storage engine CameLOD and compared it to the well known systems RDF-3X and Virtuoso. Thanks to our work stealing and work sharing approach, our scan-efficient implementation of the required indexes as well as our special purpose indexes for spatial and temporal data, we are able to execute scan-intensive queries much faster than the other systems. However, because there is no complete benchmark for analytical queries on linked data, we could only run queries that we think are representative for analytical use cases and we leave it to the linked data community to create a benchmark that covers all important features of efficient processing of analytical queries on linked data.
